
Quick Start Guide

Setting up Breakout Fun! Quick Game in 3 easy steps:

1 - Distribute your question set to your class
- Handouts, projector, screenshare, email, etc.

2 - Input answer key and game parameters
- Answer key, # of rounds and questions, time, etc.

Game Parameters:



Answer Key:

3 - Assign teams and PLAY!
- The game can easily be joined by scanning the QR code at the top of the screen in the

Game Lobby. You can also provide your students or participants with the “Activity Code”
generated for the game (this can be found at the top of the screen - “NAUJI” in the
example below) so that they can join the lobby on their phone, tablet, or laptop.

*Note: students / participants do NOT need their own account or login to play!

Student / Participant Joining the Game:



- Assign players to their team and you are ready to play! Hit “Start” and the game begins!

Participant Team Assignment:

Participant View:



Playing Breakout Fun!

Once you’ve hit “Start”, the first round will begin! Participants will be brought to their respective
team’s answer sheet.

Usually a Volunteer/Team Captain will be in charge of entering the answers, however anyone on
the team can view the answer sheet if they wish from their device or laptop.

Blank Answer Sheet:

A timer will countdown the predetermined round time as the students work together to discuss
the question set with each other and collaborate on their answers.

This is where the real magic of Breakout Fun! begins as the teammates engage and interact
with each other as they work to complete the round!

Completed Answer Sheet:



Once the round is over, all teams will return to the Game Lobby, and results can be viewed on
the Leaderboard tab.

Leaderboard prior to Round 1:

Leaderboard mid-game:



At this point the Teacher can either choose to review a particular question (maybe one that
multiple teams struggled with) or topic, engage in some friendly mid-game banter, or move right
into the next round!

Once the teacher begins the next round, the students / participants return to their Answer Sheet
and resume the game, and the above steps are repeated until the final round when a winner is
crowned!

Next round:



Final Leaderboard:

How to contact the Support Team
If you didn’t find the answer you were looking for here or in our User Guide or FAQ, please
reach out to us ASAP!

Our Customer Happiness Team is patiently standing by for your questions and would love to
help – please contact info@breakoutfun.com for assistance. We pride ourselves on exceptionally
quick response time. While most questions will be answered almost immediately, please allow
up 24-48 hours for a personalized response.


